Possible Relationships Between Time and Money
That a Person or Family Can Have….
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Fear!
Anger & Frustration!
Peace, Joy and Contentment
Fear, Anger & Frustration!

The people with lots of time and no money are probably living in a homeless shelter somewhere or under a bridge,
and are probably living in constant “fear”. Where am I going to get my next meal?, etc. I don’t believe any of us
would voluntarily opt for this relationship between time and money.
The people with no time but lots of money may be in a better relationship than the first one, but probably no one
would choose this as being optimum, would we? Lots of money, but no time to spend with our families or do
anything enjoyable in life. These people are usually “angry and frustrated”...often heard to be saying, “I can hardly
wait for my week’s vacation!”, or “Only 10 more years until I retire!” Afraid to ever stop working, because they
would lose it all.
The people with lots of time and money are FREE! Freedom is the best product Nikken has to offer! When we think
of Freedom, we think of “Never again having to ask ourselves…..Do we have the time?…..Do we have the money?
…… to do whatever we want to do….whenever we want to do it….and never really have to think about…..Do we
have the time or the money?” That is being free….and enjoying the feelings of “Peace, Joy and Contentment”….knowing that if you stop working….the income will continue to flow in. As an example, when I had my
“heart challenge” in 1996, our 5th year in the business….I couldn’t work for 3 months….and didn’t. When I couldn’t
work, and the word got out….our Nikken family responded with an outpouring of love and compassion we can
hardly describe. What a great feeling! At the end of the year we received our income statement from Nikken for our
5th year in the business as a self-employed Consultant….. and realized that to earn the same amount of money at my
previous job at the Ford Dealership….. I would have had to continue to work there for an additional 37 more years!
Quite an “Insurance Policy” isn’t it? 50% of all bankruptcies are because someone in the family got sick and
couldn’t work. Too bad they didn’t have a Plan B with Nikken, (which turned into a Plan A) like we did. “Peace,
Joy and Contentment”.... what a way to live!
If you’ve been following along…. There is only one other possible relationship between time and money...and
unfortunately…..that is what most people tell me they are in. They don’t have either one! Who would voluntarily
choose that one? Who would want to be working as hard and as long as they can, and still be struggling with the
emotions of “fear, anger and frustration?”
We have a great solution! Let’s show everyone who wants to participate in the “Peace, Joy and Contentment” way
of living what Nikken has to offer. "Inspiring people to discover a whole new way of life, then providing them the
opportunity to live it, by changing their lives through improved health and financial well-being."
Keep it simple, share from the heart and never quit! We appreciate and believe in you!
Dennis & Ruth

